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Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder was a legendary bluesman with a sinister
reputation.

In the annals of blues music, there are few figures as enigmatic and
controversial as Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder. Born in the Mississippi
Delta in the early 1900s, Wilder's life and music were shrouded in mystery
and intrigue, earning him a sinister reputation that would follow him
throughout his career.

Wilder's early life is shrouded in obscurity, but it is believed that he was
born in 1904 in the small town of Rosedale, Mississippi. His given name
was William Samuel McWilliams, but he would later adopt the stage name
Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder, a moniker that hinted at his
unconventional lifestyle and rebellious spirit.

Wilder's musical career began in the juke joints and honky-tonks of the
Mississippi Delta. He was a gifted guitarist and singer, with a raw and
passionate vocal style that resonated with audiences. However, it was his
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outlandish stage persona and controversial lyrics that set him apart from
other blues musicians.

Wilder's performances were often filled with overt references to the devil
and the occult. He would dress in black clothing, wear a pentagram around
his neck, and sing songs that celebrated sin and rebellion. Some of his
most infamous songs include "Satan Is My Master," "I'm Going to Hell," and
"I'm a Devil's Child."

Wilder's music and lifestyle attracted both loyal fans and fierce detractors.
He was accused of blasphemy, devil worship, and being a bad influence on
the community. However, his popularity continued to grow, and he became
a legend among blues enthusiasts.

In 1937, Wilder recorded his only known album, "The Devil's Music." The
album was a commercial failure, but it has since become a cult classic
among blues collectors. Wilder's raw and intense performances on the
album capture the essence of his unique and controversial style.

Wilder's career was cut short in 1940 when he was shot and killed in a bar
fight. The circumstances surrounding his death are still unclear, but it is
believed that he was the victim of a jealous rival musician.

Despite his untimely demise, Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder's legacy
continues to live on. He is remembered as one of the most enigmatic and
controversial figures in blues history, and his music continues to inspire and
challenge listeners to this day.

Wilder's Connection to the Occult



One of the most fascinating aspects of Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder's
life is his alleged connection to the occult. Wilder was a self-proclaimed
Satanist, and he often wore pentagrams and other occult symbols. He also
claimed to have the ability to communicate with the devil.

Whether or not Wilder actually believed in Satanism is unknown. However,
there is no doubt that he used his association with the occult to create a
persona that was both intriguing and intimidating. His music and stage
performances were filled with references to the devil and hell, and he often
claimed to be a messenger of evil.

“ "I'm a child of the devil," Wilder once said. "I was born in hell,
and I'm going back there when I die." ”

Wilder's connection to the occult has made him a controversial figure in
blues history. However, it is also one of the things that makes him so
fascinating. His music is a unique and challenging exploration of the dark
side of the human soul.

Wilder's Legacy

Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder's legacy is complex and multifaceted. He
was a talented blues musician, a controversial figure, and a self-proclaimed
Satanist. His music is a unique and challenging exploration of the dark side
of the human soul, and it continues to inspire and challenge listeners to this
day.



Wilder's life and music have been the subject of numerous books, articles,
and documentaries. He has also been portrayed in films and television
shows. His influence can be seen in the work of contemporary blues
musicians such as Seasick Steve and The Black Keys.

Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder was a one-of-a-kind artist who left an
indelible mark on the blues. His music is a testament to the power of the
human spirit, both its light and its dark sides.

Timeline of Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder's Life

1904: Born in Rosedale, Mississippi

1920s: Begins playing blues music in the Mississippi Delta

1930s: Adopts stage name Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder

1937: Records his only known album, "The Devil's Music"

1940: Shot and killed in a bar fight

Recommended Listening

Satan Is My Master

I'm Going to Hell

I'm a Devil's Child

Further Reading

Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder: The Devil's Bluesman

Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder: The Life and Music of a Blues Legend

Satan Fury Mc Memphis Wilder Documentary
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